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ABSTRACT 
This study investigated and compared the simulated operational measures of 
effectiveness for similar traffic volumes, left-tum percentages, and access point densities for 
a case study roadway with a four-lane undivided and a three-lane cross ,section. The objective 
of this study was to quantify the operational impacts of this type of conversion. Actual four-
lane undivided to three-lane conversions have shown decreased crashes and crash rates, 
produced small reductions in average arterial travel speed (similar to the CORSIM results), 
and resulted in large reductions in the number of speeding vehicles. Four analysis tools were 
reviewed and the CORSIM model was chosen to complete a sensitivity analysis that included 
five simulations for each combination of four average daily traffic levels, three left-tum 
volumes, and six access point densities. The arterial level of service (LOS) decreased from 
LOS C to D when the average daily traffic was 20,000 vehicles per day (the largest volume 
considered). The timing of the two-phase signalized intersections within the simulated 
corridor was optimized and did not experience a change of more than 5 .5 seconds per vehicle 
in average stopped delay (i.e., no overall intersection LOS change). In general, a statistically 
significant difference in average arterial travel speed was found when four-lane undivided 
roadways were compared to similar three-lane roadways. The magnitude of the difference, 
however, ranged only from 0.5 to 3.9 miles per hour. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
Increased congestion and decreased mobility are evident within urban areas 
throughout the United States. The 1999 mobility study by the Texas Transportation Institute 
indicated that urban peak-period travel time penalties increased by over 100 percent between 
1982 and 1997 (J). During that time period, some specific urban areas experienced up to a 
400 percent increase in travel time and a 181 percent increase in the average delay per driver 
(1). As mobility is reduced, transportation agencies seek options to improve the operations of 
· their roadways while maintaining or improving their safety. 
Four-lane undivided roadways are common in urban areas throughout the United 
States (see Figure 1). The primary function of this type of roadway is typically mobility. 
However, as traffic volumes increase, turning vehicles can cause considerable delay to 
through vehicles, disrupt roadway operations, and decrease the overall mobility supplied by 
the roadway. More specifically, vehicles turning left can delay vehicles traveling along- the 
left lane (in either direction), especially during peak periods of traffic flow. 
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Figure 1. Four-Lane Undivided Roadway 
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A typical approach used to improve the operation of a four-lane. undivided roadway is 
the addition of individual or continuous left-tum lanes. fudividual tum lanes are located at 
appropriate access points (unsignalized intersections and driveways), and can alleviate delays 
to through traffic by removing tum vehicles from the traffic stream. The addition of 
individual tum lanes has also been shown to decrease rear-end collisions (2). Another option 
is to expand the four-lane undivided cross section to a five-lane cross section by adding a 
continuous two-way left-tum lane (TWLTL) (see Figure 2). This type of lane addition has 
also been shown to decrease rear-end collisions ( 4, 3). 
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The addition of individual left-tum lanes or a continuous two-way left-tum lane 
typically requires additional right-of-way and construction. fu some locations this right of 
way may not be available due to surrounding development and funding for construction can 
be a concern (especially in small communities). An alternative to the construction of adding 
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continuous left-tum lanes is the conversion of existing four-lane undivided cross section to 
three lanes. This option decreases the number of travel lanes on a four-lane undivided 
roadway in each direction and adds a continuous two-way left tum lane (see Figure 3). It can 
also typically use existing pavement and only requires new pavement markings. The need to 
acquire additional right-of-way and the cost of construction are eliminated to a large extent. 
Of course, this type of conversion is not feasible or preferable at every location. The research 
documented in this thesis investigated this issue. 
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Figure 3. Three-Lane Roadway 
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Public agencies are beginning to consider the conversion of four-lane undivided 
roadways to three lanes as an alternative to roadway cross section expansion. Some of these 
conversions have already been completed, and in many cases they were based on the belief 
that the three-lane cross section could improve safety while also maintaining acceptable 
traffic flow. When left-tum volumes are high and the number of through vehicle volumes 
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using the center lanes of a four-lane undivided roadway is low, a four-lane undivided 
roadway is primarily operating like a three-lane roadway. Therefore, the conversion to three 
lanes for a roadway operating in this manner would not necessarily negatively impact traffic 
flow. Almost no research has been completed, however, that quantifies the operational 
effects of a four-lane undivided to three-lane roadway conversion. 
Several factors that should be considered when evaluating the operational feasibility 
of a four-lane undivided to three-lane conversion include: 
• total traffic volumes, 
• turning volumes and patterns, 
• access point density, 
• heavy vehicles, 
• surrounding land use, 
• right-of-way cost and availability, 
• rate of land use development, 
• traffic growth, and 
• pedestrian and bicycle activity . 
All of these factors can influence the expected level of service provided by a roadway 
and any change in level of service needs to be considered when determining the operational 
feasibility of a four-lane undivided to three-lane roadway conversion. 
The four-lane undivided to three-lane conversions completed or planned in Iowa have 
not typically been based on the quantitative evaluation of expected operational changes and 
very few guidelines exist related to the operational feasibility of four-lane undivided to three-
lane conversions. The operational analysis in this research should aid transportation decision-
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makers in their determination of locations or corridors where a four-lane undivided to three-
lane roadway conversion may be feasible. 
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE 
The main objective of this research was to evaluate the operational impact of 
converting four-lane undivided roadways to three lanes for a range of traffic and roadway 
characteristics. 
This research will investigate and compare the difference between the operation of a 
four-lane undivided and three-lane arterial using an appropriate analysis tool. This task will 
be completed for a range of average daily traffic (ADT), left-tum percentages, and access 
point densities. Other factors ( e.g., surrounding land uses, rate of land use development, and 
bicycle/pedestrian activities) also impact the magnitude of the operational changes that occur 
when a four-lane undivided roadway is converted to three lanes but were not considered in 
this research. 
1.3 ORGANIZATION 
The remaining chapters of this thesis outline the process used for the operational 
analysis of four-lane undivided to three-lane cross section conversions, the results of this 
analysis, and the conclusions of this research. 
Chapter 2 summarizes previous research related to four-lane undivided to three-lane 
conversions, the operation of TWLTLs, and the techniques used to analyze arterial 
operations. 
Chapter 3 documents the technical capabilities of the analysis tools reviewed for use 
in this research and details the modeling and sensitivity analysis process used to evaluate the 
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operational impacts of converting four-lane undivided to three-lane roadways. The output 
measures of the sensitivity analysis used to evaluate four-lane undivided to three-lane cross 
section conversion,s are also defined in Chapter 3. 
In Chapter 4, the simulated operations of four-lane undivided and three-lane 
roadways are evaluated and the results of the comparison are discussed. 
Finally, Chapter 5 provides the conclusions and recommendations for this research 
and the application of its results. 
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 
This literature review chapter is a summery of research and information about four-
lane undivided to three-lane roadway conversions. It includes a broad spectrum of relevant 
research and findings and primarily focuses on three subject areas. The first section 
summarizes research specifically regarding four-lane undivided to three-lane cross section 
conversions. The second section focuses on TWLTL operational and safety benefits as well 
as guidelines for their installation. Finally, the third section summarizes methods and tools 
used to evaluate the roadway operation of four-lane undivided and three-lane cross sections. 
2.1 FOUR-LANE UNDIVIDED TO THREE-LANE ROADWAY CONVERSIONS 
Four-lane undivided roadways are found throughout the United States and were 
typically built to provide mobility to motorists. However, they are often found in areas that 
now demand accessibility as a result of increased populations and changes in surrounding 
land uses. The three-lane cross section, on the other hand, can be beneficial for motorists and 
pedestrians and several cities are beginning to consider the four-lane undivided to three-lane 
conversion as a means to provide access but also maintain acceptable mobility along their 
arterial and collector streets (5). 
The conversion of a four-lane undivided roadway to a three-lane cross section has 
recently become more acceptable as an alternative to widening. Due to its "newness", very 
little quantitative research about this type of conversion was available. The research that 
found, however, primarily discusses four-lane undivided to three-lane conversions in a 
qualitative manner and focuses on guidelines and factors to consider. Some before-and-after 
case study results of four-lane undivided to three-lane conversions were also found. 
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Conversions of four-lane undivided roadways to three-lane cross sections have been 
implemented in many states. Some of these states include Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Iowa, 
California, and Oregon (5, 6). Knapp et al. reviewed the results of ten case study conversion 
locations in Montana, Minnesota, Iowa, and California and concluded that, while improving 
safety, this type of conversion does not necessarily have to detrimentally impact the 
operations of the converted segment ( 6). In fact, five of the case studies showed improved 
safety with no notable decrease in operations. These observations, however, were 
qualitatively based for four of the five case studies. The one quantitatively evaluated case 
study showed a spot speed reduction of approximately four miles per hour ( 6). These case 
study conversions were on roadways with an ADT ofup to 24,000 vehicles per day (6). 
In their review of a four-lane undivided to three-lane conversion in Pennsylvania, 
Burden and Lagerway found that the number of crashes decreased and traffic appeared to 
flow smoother after the three-lane cross section was implemented (5). Walton et al., on the 
other hand, found that travel times increased, weaving increased, but total conflicts ( defined 
as a vehicle swerving and/or braking to avoid a crash) decreased as a result of a four-lane 
undivided to three-lane roadway conversion (3). Nemeth et al. also concluded that four-lane 
undivided to three-lane conversions increased delays but improved the access function of the 
roadway. 
McCormick and Wilson have studied the operation of continuous TWLTLs and 
reviewed research about the operational and safety impacts of four-lane undivided to three-
lane roadway conversions (7). They inferred from this review that the operational and safety 
impacts of four-lane undivided to three-lane conversions might depend on volume (7). 
McCormick & Wilson also found that three-lane roadways experienced fewer rear-end 
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collisions than four-lane undivided roadways and that the total number of conflicts on three- · 
lane roadways was approximately 20 percent of four-lane undivided roadways (7). 
McCormick and Wilson concluded that three-lane cross sections were a desirable option 
along roadways with high roadside development, thus, higher turn volumes ( e.g., greater than 
IO percent of total traffic) when the expansion to five lanes was not feasible (7). 
Previous research and case studies have shown that there ca,n be operational and 
safety benefits when converting four-lane undivided-roadways to three lanes. However, the 
feasibility of this type of conversion must be considered on a case-by-case basis. There were 
several factors identified by Knapp et al. that should be taken into account when considering 
the feasibility of a four-lane undivided to three-lane conversion. These include: 
• roadway function and environment; 
• overall total traffic volume; 
• level of service; 
• turning volumes and patterns; 
• frequent-stopping and/or slow-moving vehicles; 
• weaving; 
• speed; 
• queues; 
• crash type and patterns; 
• pedestrian and bike activity; 
• right-of-way availability, cost, and acquisition impacts; 
• parallel roadways and offset minor street intersections; 
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• parallel parking; 
• comer radii; and 
• at-grade railroad crossings ( 6). 
2.2 Two-WAY LEFT-TURN LANE OPERATIONAL AND SAFETY BENEFITS 
In order to develop a broader understanding of four-lane undivided to three-lane cross 
section conversions the safety and operational impacts of two-way left-tum lanes (TWLTLs) 
were studied. The existing installation guidelines for TWLTLs were also reviewed. The 
literature reviewed in this section typically addressed TWLTL impacts when they were 
added to a roadway section and resulted in a cross section expansion. The results,· however, 
are still relevant to this research. 
Midblock left-tum movements have a considerable effect on the quality of flow along 
bi-directional roadways ( 8). When midblock turning activity is high, through vehicles are 
forced to change lanes or experience delays due to turning vehicles. These activities lead to a 
reduction in roadway capacity and possibly safety (4, 7, 9). In fact, research conducted by 
McCormick and Wilson showed that over 40 percent of crashes at median openings could be 
attributed to left-tum vehicles (7). 
Removing left-tum vehicles from the main traffic stream greatly reduces the number 
of conflicts along an arterial segment. Through vehicles can flow more smoothly and with 
minimal delay. Left-tum vehicles are typically removed from the traffic stream through the 
use of raised-curb median left-tum lanes, painted left-tum bays, and painted continuous 
TWLTLs. The operational and safety benefits of TWLTLs are outli:i:ied in the following 
subsections. 
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2.2.1 Operations 
TWLTLs are installed to reduce the conflicts on roadways that may have originally 
been built to serve through traffic, but must now serve more access due to changes in 
adjacent land use (10). The addition of a TWLTL on roadways with midblock left-tum 
problems improves traffic flow and safety by providing storage and deceleration areas for 
turning vehicles, and enable through traffic to move more smoothly (4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13). 
TWLTLs also provide access to developments along the roadway (14). Heikal and Nemeth 
also found that the benefits of adding a TWLTL increased as traffic volumes increased and 
left-turning volumes increased (7). 
The operational benefits of installing a TWLTL on a roadway vary with the traffic 
volume and driveway density of a roadway ( 8, 11, 15). McCoy et al. showed that the addition 
of a TWLTL. decreased the total number of stops per hour along a roadway as well as the 
total arterial delay per hour ( 4, 11). This reduction typically increased as traffic volumes and 
left-tum volumes increased for a given driveway density (11). McCoy et al. concluded that 
the addition of a TWLTL on undivided two-lane and four-lane roadways improved 
efficiency, especially at volumes of 700 vehicles per hour per direction or higher and mid-
block left-tum volumes representing 10 percent or higher of the total volume (70 per hour per 
direction) (11). 
In their research, McCoy et al. found that the impacts of the driveway density on the 
benefits of the TWLTL addition were not clear (11). The driveway configurations considered 
were not consistent for each density level and the results, in turn, showed no significant 
trends (11). Venigalla et al., however, concluded that driveway density and traffic volume 
had a significant impact on the operation of roadways with TWLTLs. Specifically, as traffic 
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volumes increased, the roadway with the TWLTL showed smaller total delays and fuel 
consumption ( a measure of vehicle operating costs) than the roadway with the non-
traversable medians (14). 
2.2.2 Safety 
The safety benefits of left-tum treatments are well documente.d and summarized in 
Table 1 at the end of this section. In general, the removal ofleft-tum vehicles from the traffic 
stream reduces the number and severity of crashes (9). 
McCoy and Malone found that the addition of left-tum lanes significantly reduced the 
number ofrear-end, left-tum, and total crashes at unsignalized intersections by 85, 37, and 48 
percent respectively (2). McCormick and Wilson also found that crash rates were reduced by 
up to 62 percent when TWLTLs were added to previously undivided roadways (7). Burden 
and Lagerway found that the addition of TWLTLs typically resulted in a reduction in the 
total number of crashes (5). Finally, Fitzpatrick and Balke evaluated various left-tum 
treatments, including TWLTLs, and found that, when a TWLTL was installed on undivided 
highways, crash rates decreased by approximately 20 percent and rear-end and sideswipe 
crashes decreased by as much as 30 percent (13). 
McCoy and Ballard also showed that the number of crashes per mile along a four-lane 
undivided roadway was reduced when a TWLTL was added (4). Consistent with other 
studies, they found that the reduction in the number of crashes per mile increased with the 
traffic volumes ( 4). McCoy and Ballard also found that the crash reductions decreased as the 
number of driveways increased above 45 driveways per mile ( 4). The frequency, rates, and 
severity of rear-end, left-tum and sideswipe crashes are especially affected (9). There has 
been concern that the number of head-on collisions may inc;)'rease due to driver confusion in 
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the TWLTL. However, research by Walton et al. investigating safety benefits of TWLTLs 
found that an increase in this type of anticipated conflict were not common (3, 9). 
Table 1 summarizes the left-tum treatment safety results discussed in the previous 
paragraphs. 
Table 1. Summary of Left-Turn Treatment Safety Results 
Study Study Focus 
McCoy and Malone (2) Addition of Left-Tum Lanes 
McCormick and Wilson Addition ofTWLTLs (7) 
Burden and Lagerway Addition of TWLTLs (5) 
Fitzgerald and Balke Addition of TWLTLs (13) 
McCoy and Ballard ( 4) Addition of TWL TL 
Thakker (9) Addition of TWL TL 
t Study based on qualitative observations. 
2.2.3 Implementation of TWL TLs 
Conclusions 
Total Number of 
Crashes 
Decreased by 48% 
NIA 
Decreasedt 
NIA 
Decreased 
Decreased 
Crash Rates 
NIA 
Decreased by 62% 
NIA 
Decreased by 20% 
NIA 
Decreased 
It has been shown that TWLTLs have significant operational and safety benefits. 
However, like any other roadway improvement, there are locations where the addition of a 
TWLTL is more appropriate than others. According to the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), TWLTLs should be used in urban areas 
with low operating speeds and no more than two travel lanes in each direction (13). This 
suggestion was supported by Walton et al. who found that TWLTLs were the most effective 
in urban areas with high levels of roadside development and left-tum demand (3). Nemeth 
also found that TWLTLs could be effective in areas with residential, commercial-residential, 
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and industrial land uses (10). However, other factors such as sight distance, pedestrian 
activity, vehicle mix, design speed of the roadway, and roadway classification should also be 
taken into account before adding a TWLTL to a roadway (4, 13). 
2.3 ARTERIAL EVALUATION PROCEDURES 
An integral portion of the research described in this thesis was the development of a 
methodology to analyze the operation of four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways. To 
build the methodology used in.this research, several studies that involved the evaluation of 
arterial segments with TWLTLs were reviewed. The following sections summarize the 
methods used in these other research projects. 
In 1982, McCoy et al. studied the operational effects of adding 'rWLTLs to undivided 
two-lane and four-lane roadways. They evaluated the operational impacts of adding 
TWLTLs under varying traffic volumes, left-tum volumes, and driveway densities as shown 
in Table 2. Overall, the number of left-turns attempted, number of left-turns completed, 
number of stops, the travel time along a 1000-foot segment, and stopped-time delay were 
compared for roadways with and without a TWLTL (11, 12). These outputs were produced 
by the TWL TL-SIM simulation program developed by McCoy et al (11, 12). 
Table 2. Traffic Parameters Studied by McCoy et al (11, 12) 
Total Directional Traffic Directional Left-Turn Volumes Driveway Density 
Volumes (vph) (nuiµber per mile) 
(vph) 
350 35 30 
700 70 60 
1000 105 90 
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fu 1985, Heikal and Nemeth also wanted to study the quantitative impacts of adding a 
TWLTL to four-lane undivided roadways. Heikal and Nemeth studied a 1,700-foot four-lane 
undivided urban arterial segment with and without TWL TLs and used: an arterial simulation 
program they had developed called ARTSIM. The simulations accounted for a range of 
directional volumes and driveway densities (see Table 3). The left- turn volumes were 
increased in a stepwise fashion up to 150 vehicles per hour per driveway. The output 
measures that were compared included travel time, number of stops, total stopped delay, and 
number of lane changes (8). 
Table 3. Traffic Parameters Studied by Heikal and Nemeth (8) 
Total Directional Traffic Volumes 
(vph) 
1100 
1300 
1500 
Driveway Density 
(number per mile) 
12 
21 
52 
Finally, in 1992, V enigalla et al. compared the operational benefits of TWLTLs and 
non-traversable median lanes (NTM). To evaluate the operational benefits of these median 
types, they used the TRAF-NETSIM package (now part of the widely accepted CORSIM 
package). Venigalla et al. simulated roadway corridors that were one-half mile long and had 
no signalized intersections. They varied driveway density and total traffic volume as shown 
in Table 4. Left-tum volumes were kept constant at three percent of total traffic turning at 
each driveway location (14). 
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Table 4. Traffic Parameters Studied by Venigalla et al (14) 
Total Directional Traffic Volumes 
' (vph) 
600 
900 
1200 
2.4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
Driveway Density 
(number per mile) 
32 
64 
This literature review revealed little quantitative research about the operational 
impacts of converting four-lane undivided roadways to three lanes. This type of conversion 
has only recently been considered as an alternative to widening roadways. The review found 
several qualitative discussions about implementing three-lane cross sections on four-lane 
undivided roadways and a list of factors that should be taken into account before such a 
conversion is implemented. 
The benefits of a TWLTL, however, are well documented. Several studies provided 
support for the addition of TWLTLs to roadways. These studies found that the addition of 
TWLTLs can improve the operation of a roadway and that these benefits increase as volumes 
increase (especially left-tum volumes). The research found that TWLTLs improved 
operations because left-tum vehicles were removed from the main traffic stream and were 
provided virtually unlimited storage space, and this decreased the number of stops and delays 
to through vehicles. This separation also improved safety by reducing the conflict between 
the turning and through vehicles, thus, reducing the number of crashes, especially rear-end 
collisions. Other studies have suggested, however, the benefits of TWL TLs are more 
apparent under certain circumstances. Thus, when deciding where to use TWLTLs, several 
factors (see Section 2.1) should be considered. 
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A review of studies with objectives similar to this research was ,also completed. These 
studies offered guidance with respect to the approach and charact~ristics that could be 
considered. Each group of researchers used a somewhat different approach to their work, but 
all used microscopic simulation t9ols to evaluate the operation of arterial segments. In 
addition, overall traffic volumes, left-tum volumes, and driveway densities were factors 
thought to contribute to the operational effectiveness of the TWLTL. The organization of the 
studies provided an introduction to the evaluation of arterial segments and helped the author 
develop the methodology used in this research, as outlined in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 - ANALYSIS TOOLS AND CORRIDOR CHARACTERISTICS 
The primary goal of this research was to quantify the operational impacts of the 
conversion of a four-lane undivided roadway to a three-lane cross section. The simulated 
operations of four-lane undivided and three-lane roadway models were compared. A 
simulation tool was used to perform a sensitivity analysis of the operational impacts 
produced by roadway or traffic flow characteristics. The output measures from this 
sensitivity analysis (four-lane undivided and three-lane configurations) are discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
In this chapter, the simulation and deterministic modeling tools that could have been 
used for the sensitivity analysis portion of this research are compared and the tool used in this 
research is identified. The characteristics of the four-lane undivided and three-lane arterial 
models are then defined and the sensitivity analysis methodology outlined. 
3.1 ANALYSIS TOOL COMPARISON 
The analysis tool used to examine the operational feasibility of the conversion of 
four-lane undivided roadways to three lanes should meet three primary objectives: 
1. it should accurately represent the operations of both the four-lane undivided and 
three-lane roadways with signalized and unsignalized intersections; 
2. it should represent and account for the impacts of heavy vehicles in the traffic 
stream; and 
3. its output should include quantitative measures of effectiveness (MOEs) that can 
help determine the feasibility of four-lane undivided to three-lane conversions. 
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Unfortunately, no currently available simulation tools me~t all three of these 
objectives. Therefore, those that had one or more of the capabilities lis~ed were compared to 
determine which would be the most appropriate and applicable to four-lane undivided to 
three-lane conversion evaluation and analysis. 
Overall, four modeling tools are discussed, compared, and evaluated in the following 
paragraphs. These tools include the Ohio State University's arterial simulation tool, 
ARTSIM; University of Nebraska's two-way left-tum lane simulation tool, TWLTL-SIM; 
North Carolina State University's Operational Capacity Model; and the Federal Highway 
Administration's corridor simulation package, CORSIM. 
3.1.1 ARTSIM 
In the .1980s, the Ohio State University developed an arterial simulation package 
called ARTSIM. ARTSIM was specifically designed to model and analyze arterials with and 
without TWLTLs and predict delay to through vehicles (16). The simulation provided by 
ARTSIM was based on two models of driver behavior. The first routine modeled driver 
behavior in free-flow situations and was applied to drivers leading a platoon or following at 
least 200 feet behind another vehicle. The second routine modeled non-free-flow car-
following behavior and was applied to drivers following within 200 feet of another vehicle 
(16). The vehicle and their attributes ( e.g., desired speed, access point to turn into, and 
acceptable gap) are also generated stochastically in ARTSIM in an attempt to represent the 
randomness found in a real traffic stream. 
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3.1.1.1 Roadway Operation and Heavy Vehicle Consideration 
The ARTSIM model, while designed to simulate the operation of arterials with and 
without TWL TLs, can only model two travel lanes in each direction. Therefore, only four-
lane undivided and five-lane cross sections can be considered. In addition, right-tum vehicles 
cannot be accounted for within ARTSIM and heavy vehicles are not included in the 
simulation. ARTSIM also does not analyze signalized intersections. 
3.1.1.2 MOE Output 
The· ARTSIM model does produce quantitative MOEs of the operations along a 
simulated arterial, including the delay to through vehicles, travel time, number of stops, and 
number of lane change maneuvers. 
3.1.1.3 Applicability of ARTSIM to this Research 
The limitations of ARTSIM do not allow the adequate representation of four-lane 
undivided and three-lane arterials. This conclusion makes ARTSIM inapplicable to this 
research. 
3.1.2 TWLTL-SIM 
In 1997, a National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) report was 
completed that addressed the impacts of midblock left-tum treatments (including TWLTLs) 
on urban and suburban arterials (17). In this research, a quantitative tool was used to evaluate 
the operation (i.e., delay), safety (i.e., crash rate and severity), and access (i.e., density and 
function of access) impacts of mi db lock left-tum treatments. The methodology developed to 
evaluate these impacts was validated with the microscopic stochastic simulation model 
TWLTL-SIM (Two-Way Left-Tum Lane SIMulation) (17). 
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TWLTL-SIM includes five programs that are executed in sequence to perform an 
arterial analysis. These programs include the 1) road program; 2) speed program; 3) system 
parameter program; 4) main simulation program; and 5) statistical summarization program 
(17). The road, speed, and system parameter programs are used for input and then the main 
simulation program runs the simulation routines and outputs simulate,d corridor data to the 
statistical summarization program. 
3.1.2.1 Roadway Operation and Heavy Vehicle Consideration 
TWLTL-SIM can model arterials with and without TWLTLs. TWLTL-SIM also 
accounts for signalized intersection impacts and can represent various arterial configurations 
and characteristics, including four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways. The TWLTL-
SIM software does not, however, allow the representation of shared lanes at signalized 
intersections, including the shared through/left-tum lane typically found along four-lane 
undivided arterials. In addition, TWLTL-SIM does not evaluate the heavy vehicle impacts on 
arterial operations. 
TWLTL-SIM also has two limitations related to its simulation of traffic flow. One 
limitation is that TWLTL-SIM logic requires left-tum vehicles to wait in a through traffic 
lane if another vehicle has blocked the TWLTL at the desired point of entry. In reality, 
instead of waiting in the through lane, a driver that wanted to turn left would maneuver 
around the blocking vehicle and change his/her point of entry into the TWLTL. The 
TWLTL-SIM TWLTL blocking logic can, in some cases, produce unrealistic simulations of 
through vehicle delay. 
A second limitation of TWLTL-SIM is related to its lane-choice logic. Through 
vehicles in TWLTL-SIM are programmed to make lane-choice decisions based on traffic 
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conditions immediately surrounding the vehicle. The application of this logic produces a 
situation in which vehicles do not make planned lane changes and unre;distic through vehicle 
delays can result (17). For example, if two driveways are modeled 150 feet apart, TWLTL-
SIM would not allow the "driver" to choose their travel lane more than 150 feet upstream of 
the desired turning point. If the driver could not make the lane change within those 150 feet, 
however, unrealistically high delays would result. In reality, most drivers would choose their 
lane at a point far enough upstream of their exit point that they would avoid being "stuck" 
and having to stop in the wrong lane to make their lane change maneuver. 
3.1.2.2 MOE Output 
TWLTL-SIM was specifically designed to quantitatively analyze the operational 
impacts of TWL TLs by estimating the expected delay to through and l~ft-turn vehicles along 
urban and suburban arterials with and without TWL TLs. Along with those delay measures, 
TWLTL-SIM also outputs the average number of stops of the vehicles simulated along the 
arterial. 
3.1.2.3 Applicability of TWLTL-SIM to this Research 
The limitations ofTWLTL-SIM do not allow it to meet two of the objectives desired 
in this research. While a TWLTL can be represented in TWLTL-SIM, the four-lane 
undivided cross section cannot be modeled at signalized intersections due to TWL TL-SIM' s 
inability to model shared lanes at signalized intersections. Additionally, no heavy vehicle 
operations are addressed in the TWLTL-SIM logic. These restrictions make TWLTL-SIM 
undesirable for this research. 
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3.1.3 Operational Capacity Model 
In Chapter 11 of the 1997 Highway Capacity Manual, methods are provided to 
analyze the operation of multi-lane urban arterials. These methodologies do not account for 
median· treatments or access point density or distinguish between turn lanes, shared lanes, 
and TWLTLs on urban arterials (18). A research study at North Carolina State University 
(NCSU) focused on the development of an arterial analysis model that took access point 
density and median treatment type into account when average arterial travel speed (the basis 
for arterial level of service ( 18)) was calculated for two-lane undivided, three-lane, and four-
lane undivided arterials. 
The model developed by NCSU uses a deterministic approach (i.e., the model is 
based on non-r~dom analysis), and was designed to help decision-ma¼:ers evaluate different 
improvements for two-lane undivided roadways. 
3.1.3.1 Roadway Operation and Heavy Vehicle Consideration 
One limitation of the operational model is that it assumes left-tum vehicles using a 
TL WTL cause no delay to through vehicles. This modeling approach is based on an 
assumption that there is sufficient storage for left-tum vehicles in the TWLTL and that the 
TWLTL will also be used by left-tum vehicles to decelerate before the turn. In reality, left-
turn vehicles often decelerate in the through lane before entering the TWLTL and the use of 
this operational capacity model may lead to the overestimation of the average arterial travel 
speed. In addition, the operational capacity portion of the NCSU model does not ·address the 
impact of heavy vehicles or account for the effects signalized intersections (i.e., it is an 
arterial roadway segment versus an arterial corridor analysis approach. 
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3.1.3.2 MOE Output 
The deterministic operational capacity model from NCSU predicts operational MOEs 
for three-lane and four-lane undivided roadway segments between signalized intersections. It 
predicts or outputs overall average arterial travel speed for through vehicles between 
signalized intersections, allowing the determination of an arterial LOS ( as outlined in the 
1997HCM). 
3.1.3.3 Applicability of the Operational Capacity Model to this Research 
The inability of the NCSU operational capacity model to account for the impacts of 
signalized intersections, its assumption that left-tum vehicles cause no delay to through 
vehicles, and the lack of heavy vehicle analysis capabilities make this model undesirable for 
this research. 
3.1.4 CORSIM 
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has sponsored the development of 
CORSIM, a stochastic microscopic traffic simulation package that combines network 
simulation (NETSIM) and freeway simulation (FRESIM) modeling packages. It models the 
operation of surface street and freeway networks and treats each vehicle as a distinct object. 
Widely accepted driver behavior models are used by CORSIM to determine individual 
vehicle movements in the model, and vehicles and their attributes are generated 
stochastically using a series of random number seeds. 
3.1.4.1 Roadway Operation and Heavy Vehicle Consideration 
CORSIM can model several lanes and lane combinations, including shared and 
exclusive turn lanes. It does not, however, model TWLTLs. Fortunately, this limitation has 
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been recognized in previous research and a solution derived (13). The operation ofTWLTLs 
is often approximated in CORSIM by modeling a series of back-to-back left-tum lanes at 
each access point. The primary difference between the modeled traffic flow with back-to-
back left-tum lanes and TWLTLs is that entry into a TWLTL can vary but cannot for back-
to-back left-tum lanes. In addition, if an evaluated back-to-back left-tum lane is full of 
vehicles, the simulation will show vehicles waiting in the main traffic stream. This situation 
would not occur with a TWLTL. CORSIM can represent and account for the impact of heavy 
vehicles on arterial roadway operations. The user can indicate an expected percentage of 
heavy vehicles within the simulated traffic flow, and, for that percentage of vehicles 
stochastically entering the model, CORSIM adjusts the effective vehicle size, turn speed, 
acceleration, and deceleration characteristics to those of a heavy vehicle. Then, when the 
MOEs are generated for a given network, both passenger and heavy vehicle characteristics 
are included in the output. 
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3.1.4.2 MOE Output 
CORSIM represents system performance in terms of MOEs. The MOEs output by 
CORSIM include average vehicle travel time, average total delay, average stopped delay, and . 
vehicle queue lengths at signals. MOEs are provided for the average vehicle, specific turn 
movements, user-defined sections, and the entire network. These MOEs can be used to 
calculate intersection and arterial LOS as defined in the 1994 HCM. 
3.1.4.3 Applicability of CORSIM to this Research 
·coRSIM has some limitations with the representation of TWLTLs and this could 
affect the output of the three-lane arterial model needed in this research. Previous research, 
however, has acknowledged these limitations and provided methods to overcome them. In 
addition, CORSIM produces an extensive number of MOEs and uses thoroughly researched 
and widely accepted driver behavior models. CORSIM also allows the user to address the 
traffic stream details like the impact of heavy vehicles. The ability to overcome the CORSIM 
limitations combined with its other characteristics made CORSIM highly desirable for this 
research. 
3.1.5 Analysis Tool Comparison Summary 
Four analysis tools were evaluated with respect to their ability to represent the 
operation of four-lane undivided and three-lane arterials, analyze heavy vehicles in the traffic 
stream, and provide output measures that will be used to quantitatively compare the traffic 
flow of four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways. A summary of the findings is shown in 
Table 5. 
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As shown in Table 5, only the CORSTh1 simulation package has all three of the 
qualities desired for this research. Therefore, the four-lane undivided and three-lane models 
described in the next section were created and the sensitivity analysis completed using 
CORSTh1. 
Table 5. Comparison of Analysis Tools 
Analysis Tool Represent 4-Lane Account for Impacts of Provide Quantitative 
Undivided and 3-Lane Heavy Vehicles? Output Measures? 
Cross Sections? 
ARTSIM No No Yes 
TWLTL-SIM No No Yes 
Operational Capacity Yes No Yes Model 
CORSIM Yest Yes Yes 
t Tirree-lane roadway must be represented with back-to-back left-turn lanes. 
3.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS MODELS 
The operations of four-lane undivided and three-lane arterials were simulated and 
compared using CORSTh1. This sensitivity analysis approach required the creation of both 
four-lane undivided and three-lane arterial models. The models used in the sensitivity 
analysis had two types of characteristics: fixed and variable. The fixed· characteristics of the 
models remained constant for all of the four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways 
simulated and the variable parameters were adjusted from one simulation to another for the 
sensitivity analysis purposes. The fixed and variable parameters used in this research are 
detailed in the following paragraphs. 
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3.2.1 Fixed Model Characteristics 
The traffic flow along two arterial model corridors had to be simulated in CORSIM to 
complete the sensitivity analysis. One corridor had to have a four'."lane undivided cross 
section (i.e., two lanes in each direction and no turn lanes) and a three-lane cross section (i.e., 
one lane in each direction and a TWLTL). A number of corridor characteristics, however, 
were equivalent for both models. These fixed characteristics included: 
• arterial geometry, 
• traffic signal timing, 
• traffic volumes, and 
• free-flow travel speed. 
3.2.1.1 Arterial Geometry 
It was important that the modeled corridor was long enough to accurately evaluate its 
operation and also that it included signalized intersections. In urban areas, the spacing of 
signalized intersections is often 1/4-mile. In previous research, McCoy has also used this 1/4-
mile spacing and indicated that a longer distance appeared to have little impact on the. 
operational performance results (17). Also, it is common for a signalized minor street 
approach to an arterial to have a single approach (i.e., no tum lanes). 
In the sensitivity analysis for this research, a 1/4-mile arterial corridor with signalized 
minor street intersections (with one lane approaches) was used (see Figure 5). In addition, the 
unsignalized access points were distributed evenly along the arterial no closer than 110 feet 
from a signalized intersection. It was also assumed that the acce.ss points would be 
distributed evenly across both sides of the roadway segment and located directly across from 
each other to form four-legged intersections. 
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3.2.1.2 Traffic Signal Timing 
Signalized intersections have a significant impact on arterial corridor operation. 
However, it was not within the scope or the focus of this research to evaluate the impacts of 
signals on four-lane undivided to three-lane conversion feasibility.· For this reason, the 
number of phases and signal timing for the two signals in the four-lane undivided and three-
lane models were treated consistently from simulation to simulation. 
1320 feet 
1320/nfeet 
Variable Number of Access 
Points (n) 
Minor Streets with 
Signalized Intersections 
Figure 5. Example of the Model Geometry 
In Iowa, four-lane undivided roadway intersections with no tum lanes often have two-
phase signals. This research assumed that an agency implementing a four-lane undivided to 
three-lane conversion would not update the signal heads. Therefore, only two-phase signal 
plans were used in the sensitivity analysis simulations. 
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The signal timing for each two-phase signal was also optimized for each simulation 
and the two signals were then optimized together as a system. This optimization was 
completed with Synchro™ software and was primarily based on a minimization of average 
intersection delay for the vehicles simulated. This timing optimization approach, along with 
consistent phasing, was used to minimize the impact the two signalized intersections. would 
have on the simulated sensitivity analysis results. 
3.2.1.3 Traffic Volumes 
Three volumes, other than total entering volume and left-tum volume at access points, 
had to be defined for the sensitivity analysis to proceed. These volumes were treated 
consistently throughout the sensitivity analysis. They included: 
1. . minor street approach volumes, 
2. major street turn volumes at signalized intersections, and 
3. right-tum volumes at the access points. 
Minor street approach volumes can have a dramatic impact on the operation of a 
major arterial. For example, variations in these approach volumes can change traffic signal 
timing and change the allocation of green time for the mainline traffic flow. In Ames, Iowa 
traffic counts were collected for six signalized intersections along four-lane undivided 
roadways. The minor street approach volumes at these six intersections averaged 
approximately 43 percent of the mainline traffic. In Des Moines, Iowa traffic counts at two 
signalized intersections along a roadway converted from a four lane undivided to a three-lane 
cross section had minor street approach volumes of approximately 35 percent of the mainline 
volume. Using these intersections as a guideline, the simulations completed as part of this 
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research included minor street approach volumes equivalent to 40-percent of the mainline 
traffic volumes. 
The major street turn volumes at signalized intersections and right-tum volumes at the 
access points also needed to be fixed at realistic values. It was decided that the mainline left-
and right-tum volumes at the signalized intersections would be fixed at ten percent of the 
mainline approach traffic for each turn movement. In addition, ten percent of the mainline 
traffic stream volume was also assumed to uniformly enter/exit all the access points between 
the signals. 
It was assumed that both left- and right-tum traffic was uniformly distributed across 
the access points along the arterial. For example, if five access points were assumed to exist 
along a quarter-mile corridor and five percent of the mainline traffic was assumed to turn left 
on that segment, then one percent of total entering volume traffic was modeled as a left turn 
at each of the five access points. 
3.2.1.4 Free-Flow Speed 
The free-flow speed assumed for the sensitivity analysis was another important 
parameter that needed to be considered to build the arterial simulation models. Typically, 
roadways classified as minor urban arterials that have a four-lane undivided or three-lane 
cross section have vehicles that maintain an average free-flow speed of 25 to 35 miles per 
hour (mph). A free-flow speed of 30 mph was used in this research. 
3.2.2 Variable Model Characteristics 
Total entering volumes, left-tum volumes, and access point density all have a 
significant impact on the operation of an arterial roadway. This research considered these 
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variables and varied them through the sensitivity analysis (described in the next chapter). 
The manner in which these variables were used in the sensitivity analysis is described in the 
following paragraphs. 
3.2.2.1 Total Entering Volume 
Knapp et al. reviewed several case studies and found that four-lane undivided to 
three-lane conversions had been successfully implemented on roadways with average daily 
traffic (ADT) as high as 24,000 vehicles per day (vpd) ( 6). In Iowa, however, most 
conversions of this type have been implemented on roadways with an ADT between 8,400 
and 14,500 vpd (6). In this research, it was decided that four-lane undivided and three-lane 
roadways should be simulated at ADT levels of 10,000, 15,000, 17,500,. and 20,000 vpd. Ten 
percent of this daily volume was modeled as the peak hour volume for this research. 
3.2.2.2 Left-Turn Volumes 
Past research has shown that the operational benefits ofTWLTLs increase as left-tum 
volumes increase ( 8, 11). Field studies completed by Bonneson and McCoy have indicated a 
variation in the percent of vehicles turning left at access points is between 5 and 13 percent 
(17). The sensitivity analysis in this research investigated the feasibility of four-lane 
undivided to three-lane cross section conversions when left-tum volumes representing 5, 10, 
and 15 percent of the total entering vehicles. 
3.2.2.3 Access Point Density 
Studies have also concluded that the spacing of access points ( driveways or minor 
unsignalized streets) impacts the operat10n of an arterial. Bonneson and McCoy considered 
seven case studies that had access densities from 0 to 90 access points per mile while other 
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access management studies have concluded that densities greater than 100 access points per 
mile lead to operations similar to a roadway with continuous access. Access management 
studies have also shown that the traffic flow on a roadway does not typically show an 
appreciable change unless the access density changes by at least 20 points per mile. Based on 
these findings, this research focused on the evaluation of four-lane undivided to three-lane 
cross section conversion feasibility for access point densities of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 per 
mile (considering both sides of the roadway). 
3.2.3 Summary of Model Characteristics 
Several assumptions were made about the geometry, signal, and turning 
characteristics of the four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways modeled for this research. 
These characteristics were fixed and are summarized in Table 6. 
Values considered for the sensitivity analysis used three variables parameters. These 
variable model characteristics are discussed in the previous paragraphs and summarized in 
Table 6. Constant Model Parameter Summary 
Constant Parameter 
Arterial Geometry 
Arterial Length 
Minor Approach Geometry 
Free-flow speed 
Traffic Signal Phase Plan 
Traffic Signal Timing 
Right-Tum Access Point Volume 
Left-Tum Volume at Signalized Intersection 
Peak Hour Volume Modeled 
* Evenly distributed among all access points. 
Value or Description 
4-lane or 3-lane 
¼-mile (1320 feet) 
Single lane 
30 miles per hour 
2-phase 
Optimized 
10% of Total Volume* 
10% of Total Volume 
10% of Average Daily Traffic 
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Table 7. The values considered for the three parameters resulted in 72 combinations of total 
entering volume, left-tum percentage, and access point density as shown in Table 8. The 
simulated results from the four-lane undivided and three-lane corridors with these 
characteristics were compared to determine the operational impacts of four-lane undivided to 
three-lane roadway conversions. 
Table 7. Variable Model Parameter Summary 
Variable Parameter 
Total Volumes (vehicles per day) 
Left-Tum Volumes at Access Points(%) 
Access ;Point Density (points per mile) 
3.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 
Values 
10,000; 15,000; 17,500; and 20,000 
5; 10; and 15 
0;20;40;60;80;and100 
After the analysis tool was chosen and model parameters defined, the next step in this 
research included the simulation of comparable four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways. 
These roadways had the characteristics summarized in Table 6 and Table 7. The tasks 
completed to simulate the operation of these roadways are described in the following 
paragraphs. 
First, the Synchro™ software was used as an input processor to build the four-lane 
undivided and three-lane arterial models. This program had a user-friendly graphical 
interface, allowed the optimization of the signal timing, and produced a model that was easily 
transferred into CORSIM. Synchro™ was used to optimize the signal timing splits and cycle 
lengths for each combination of volumes used. Unsignalized intersections were modeled with 
stop-controlled minor street/driveway approaches. 
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Table 8. Combinations of Sensitivity Analysis Parameters Modeled· 
.... .. .... Total Directional 4-Iane 3-Iane 8 % Left-Turns = Volumes 
C-' 
500 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 "0 = 750 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 No Access 
875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1000 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
500vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
10% Left-Turns 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 .... 875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 .. l00Ovph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
C. 500vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 .... 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 = 20% Left-Turns ·s 875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
lO00vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
500vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
= 30% Left-Turns 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 .... 
875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
l000vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
500vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
10% Left-Turns 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 .. 1000 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
C. 500vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 .... 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 = 20% Left-Turns .... = 875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
l000vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
500vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 < = 30% Left-Turns 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 N 
875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1000 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
500vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
10% Left-Turns 750 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 i .. 1000 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
C. 500vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 .... 750 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 = 20% Left-Turns ·s 875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
lO00vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
500vph 2 1 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 < = 30% Left-Turns 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 f<') 875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
lO00vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
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Table 8. Combinations of Sensitivity Analysis Parameters Modeled{cont'd) 
.... :-. - Total Directional 8 % Left-Turns 4-lane 3-lane 
0 Volumes 
C, 
500 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
10% Left-Turns 750 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 .:!:! 875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 i 
:-. l000vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
Cl. 500vph 1 2 3 4 
"' 
5 1 2 3 4 5 - 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 = 20% Left-Turns ·s 875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
"' 1000 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 "' 
500vph 1 2 4 1 3 5 2 3 4 5 < = 30% Left-Turns 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 ...,. 875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1000 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
500 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
10% Left-Turns 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 - 875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 ... :a 1000 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 :-. 
Cl. 500vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
"' - 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 = 20% Left-Turns ... 0 875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
"' 1000 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 "' 
< 500vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 = 750vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 I() 30% Left-Turns 
875 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1000 vph 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
Once the models were built in the Synchro™ environment and the traffic signal timing was 
optimized, they were transferred into CORSIM for simulation. The simulation for each of the 
72 combinations (see Table 8) of sensitivity analysis parameters was run five times with 
different random number seeds. These different random number seeds were used to account 
for the variability in a traffic stream. Each of the models was also observed visually to ensure 
that left-tum queues did not spill back from the TWLTL and into the through lanes. 
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3.4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The purpose of this research was to investigate the operational feasibility of four-lane 
undivided to three-lane roadway conversions. The operation of both arterial cross sections 
was simulated, and the results of that simulation are compared and discussed in the next 
chapter. CORSIM was chosen to complete the sensitivity analysis because of its versatility, 
proven analysis methods, and widely-accepted use. CORSIM also provides extensive output 
measures and allows heavy vehicle impacts to be analyzed. CORSIM cannot directly model 
TWLTLs but appropriate accommodations for this limitation have been derived in past 
. -
research and used in this project. 
Previous research helped identify three factors that have a significant impact on the 
operational feasibility of four-lane undivided to three-lane cross section roadway 
conversions. These factors were varied in the simulation and a sensitivity analysis was 
completed to evaluate the feasibility of four-lane undivided to three-lane roadway 
conversions. The factors considered include the total entering traffic volumes, left-tum 
percentage, and access point density. The values considered for these factors in the 
sensitivity analysis are shown in Table 7. Overall, there were 72 combinations (see Table 8) 
of these three factors that defined the corridors simulated in the sensitivity analysis. 
The sensitivity analysis methodology included several steps. These steps range from 
the creation of each four-lane undivided and three-lane arterial model within the Synchro™ 
software to the visual observation of the CORSIM simulation comparable simulations to 
ensure proper and realistic traffic flow results. 
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CHAPTER4- SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Using the methodology detailed in Chapter 3, the operation of four-lane undivided 
and three-lane roadways was simulated. For each cross section, output data were generated 
by CORSIM for the 72 combinations of total entering volume ( e.g., ADT), left-tum 
percentages, and access point densities shown in Table 8. However, the combinations that 
included zero access points per mile were used as a base model and used for comparison 
purposes only. The simulation output from the remaining 64 combinations of sensitivity 
analysis parameters were evaluated and are discussed in this chapter. CORSIM provides 
MOEs that are used to describe the operation of the corridors simulated. 
This chapter documents the MOEs compared in the sensitivity analysis, discusses and 
compares the arterial and signalized intersection levels of service that resulted from the 
CORSIM simulations, presents a statistical analysis of the difference in the average arterial 
travel speed simulated for the four-lane undivided and three-lane arterials, and finally 
describes the trends found in the sensitivity analysis output. 
4.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
For the most part, the operational impacts of four-lane undivided to three-lane 
roadway conversions have not been investigated. This type of conversion involves a 
reduction in the number of through lanes, but also removes left-tum vehicles from the 
through traffic stream. The removal of left-tum vehicles may alleviate some of the impacts of 
the lane reduction. The signalized intersections along an arterial converted from a four-lane 
undivided to a three-lane cross section are also expected to operate differently due to the 
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change in geometry from two-lane approaches to single-lane approaches with separate left-
turn lanes. This change is expected to alter the pattern and magnitude of vehicle delay at a 
signalized intersection. 
_To investigate the impacts of the issues described in the previous paragraph, the 
operations of both arterial roadway segments and signalized intersections must be 
considered. 
The impact of a four-lane undivided to three-lane conversion on these two elements 
was investigated by comparing several well-defined MOEs. The MOEs used for this 
evaluation are described in the following subsections. 
4.2.1 Arterial Operation Measures of Effectiveness 
An evaluation or comparison of arterial operations can reveal the impact a conversion 
from a four-lane undivided cross section to three lanes can have on the entire corridor. The 
primary urban arterial MOE from the HCM is average arterial travel speed, which accounts 
for all the delays experienced by motorists including the delay due to signalized intersections, 
congestion, and turning vehicles (18). Equation 1 defines average arterial travel speed. 
Equation 1. Average arterial travel speed (18) 
( . ) Length of Roadway Segment (miles) Average Travel Speed miles per hour = ( ) 
Average Travel Time for All Vehicles hours 
4.2.2 Signalized Intersection Operation Measures of Effectiveness 
The overall operation of an arterial roadway highly depends upon the operation of its 
signalized intersections. The delays caused by signalized intersections reduce the capacity 
and the overall average arterial travel speed of the arterial (18). For example, if a signalized 
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intersection fails to provide an acceptable level of service to motorists, the calculation of 
average arterial travel speed may become invalid ( 18) 
At intersections, delay is the primary MOE of operations. More specifically, the 1994 
HCM uses stopped delay to quantify the service provided at signalized intersections. Stopped 
delay is defined as the average time each vehicle waits in a queue at a signalized intersection. 
This measure can be in terms of the average experienced by all vehicles entering the 
· intersection. This approach would account for the mainline and minor street delays. 
4.2.3 Measures of Effectiveness Compared 
In this research, the average arterial travel speed and average stopped delay were used 
to evaluate the impact on arterial and signalized intersection operations, respectively, due to a 
four-lane undivided to three-lane cross section conversion. These measures were also used to 
calculate . the level of service for the arterial and signalized intersections that would result. 
These LOS parameters are defined in Table 9 and Table 10. 
Table 9. Arterial Level of Service Parameters (18)* 
Level of Service 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
Average arterial travel speed (miles per hour) 
::?:30 
::?:24 
::?: 18 
::?: 14 
::?: 10 
< 10 
* Note: The corridors simulated best fit the category of Arterial Class I from the 1994 HCM. 
Table 10. Signalized Intersection Level of Service Parameters (18) 
Level of Service 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
Average Stopped Delay (seconds per vehicle) 
5.0 
> 5.0 and 15.0 
> 15.0 and 25.0 
> 25.0 and 40.0 
> 40.0 and 60.0 
>60.0 
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4.3 ARTERIAL AND SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE COMPARISON 
In this research, the LOS for the arterial and the signalized intersections were 
compared for the four-lane undivided and three-lane roadway simulations for each 
combination of the three sensitivity analysis parameters considered. The arterial LOS 
comparison allowed an assessment of the difference in the simulated operation of the four-
lane undivided and three-lane arterials. The signalized intersection comparison was able to 
determine how the service provided by the signalized intersections might have affected the 
overall arterial operations. The following subsections detail the signalized intersection and 
arterial LOS comparisons. 
4.3.1 Signalized Intersection LOS Comparison 
Two signalized intersections were part of the four-lane undivided and three-lane 
simulation models used in the sensitivity analysis. The phasing and timing of these two 
signals, however, were optimized because the primary objective of the sensitivity analysis 
was to evaluate how arterial operations changed as total entering volume, left-tum 
percentages, and access point densities were adjusted (for both the four-lane undivided and 
three-lane cross sections). The optimization of the signal phasing and timing minimized the 
impact of the signal operations on the arterial operations (i.e., on the average arterial travel 
speed of the through vehicles). 
An investigation of the signalized intersection LOS (see Table A-1 in Appendix) 
confirmed that their impact on the arterial was at least consistent for all of the input 
parameter combinations considered. In fact, the signalized intersection operated at a LOS B 
for both cross sections (four-lane undivided and three-lane) and input data combinations (see 
Table A-1 in Appendix). No change occurred when the cross section was adjusted or when 
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the ADT, left-tum percentage, or access point density were varied. Not surprisingly, the data 
in Table A-2 in the Appendix also indicate that the amount of additional average stopped 
delay experienced after a conversion from four lanes undivided to three lanes was small. The 
largest difference in stopped delay for four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways with 
similar characteristics was only 5.5 seconds per vehicle and the average difference equal to 
only 1.4 seconds per vehicle. A LOS B at each signalized intersection, combined with the 
small increase in average stopped delay, indicates that the operation of the signals had a 
small but consistent impact on the overall arterial operations. The results of the simulation 
also illustrate the importance of optimizing signal timing and phasing when this type of 
conversion occurs. Signalized intersections that are not operating appropriately can make a 
four-lane undivided to three-lane roadway conversion appear to be infeasible. 
4.3.2 Arterial LOS Comparison 
The LOS calculated from the CORSIM simulations of a four-lane undivided and 
three-lane arterial were compared for each combination of the sensitivity analysis parameters 
considered (see Table 8). The results of the arterial LOS analysis are summarized in Table A-
l in the Appendix and they show that, when the average daily traffic ranged from 10,000 to 
17,500 vehicles per day, a LOS C was maintained for both the undivided four-lane undivided 
and three-lane roadways. This occurred at all levels of access point density and left-tum 
percentages considered in the sensitivity analysis. However, when the ADT equaled 20,000 
vpd, the LOS was C for the four-lane undivided roadway and LOS D for the three-lane 
roadway. 
The same arterial LOS for a roadway with a four-lane undivided cross section and a 
three-lane cross section indicates that no substantial change in operations should be expected. 
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However, as shown in Table 9, for LOS C, the allowable average arterial travel speeds range 
from 18 mph to 23 mph. Therefore, the average arterial travel speed calculated for each 
simulated roadway cross section could change by as much as 5 mph without resulting in a 
change in LOS. If the four-lane undivided arterial LOS C was based on an average arterial 
travel speed of 18 mph, however, then any reduction in average arteri.al travel speed would 
result in a reduction to LOS D. The consistency of the change addressed in the LOS (see 
Table A-1 in Appendix), however, strongly implies that roadway operations may decrease 
after a four-lane undivided to three-lane cross section conversion if ADT is at 20,000 vpd. A 
statistical analysis.of the difference between the simulated four-lane undivided and three-lane 
roadway average arterial travel speeds was also completed and is discussed in section 4.4. 
This analysis allowed a more detailed evaluation of the average arterial travel speed 
simulated for the four-lane undivided and three-lane cross sections. 
4.4 STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF ARTERIAL OPERATIONS 
A statistical analysis of the difference between the simulated average arterial travel 
speeds for four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways was conducted as part of this 
research. This activity was completed to identify the levels of ADT, left-tum percentages, 
and access point densities that resulted in a statistically significant difference between 
average arterial travel speed of the four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways. Simulation 
output data were generated for each combination of ADT, left-tum percentage, and access 
point density used in the sensitivity analysis (see Table 8). The average arterial travel speed 
that resulted from the five simulation runs of each input data combination was then 
statistically. Therefore, the database that resulted from the simulation sensitivity analysis 
essentially consisted of paired data (i.e., the average arterial travel speeds for the four-lane 
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undivided and three-lane roadways with similar characteristics) for each of the 64 input data 
combinations evaluated. Each average arterial travel speed was also the result of five 
individual simulation runs. 
After a.review of the statistical tests available for paired data b~ed on a small sample 
size, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was selected. This test was chosen because of the small 
sample size under consideration and an inability to assume that the data was normally 
distributed. -
4.4.1 Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test 
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test measures the sign and magnitude of th~ rank of 
differences, di, for each data pair, Yli - Y2i• It tests whether the null hypothesis, µ1 - µ2=0, is 
statistically true. In this test, Yli and Y2i are sample values and µ1 and µ2 are population 
averages. For this research, 64 populations were tested, corresponding to the 64 combinations 
of sensitivity analysis input parameters evaluated and each population included data from the 
five simulation runs (i.e., i=5). Therefore, Yli and Y2i are the average arterial travel speed for 
the four-lane undivided and three-lane roadway, respectively, simulated with each 
combination of sensitivity analysis input parameters. 
For each population, the differences, di= Yli - Y2i, between the four-lane undivided 
and three-lane roadway average arterial travel speed were calculated. The differences were 
then ranked by their absolute value and assigned either a positive or negative sign 
corresponding to a positive or negative difference, di. Finally, the sum of the positive ranks, 
T+, and the sum of the negative ranks, T_, were calculated. The small~r value of T+ and T_ 
was then used to calculate the test statistic shown in Equation 2. This test statistic was used to 
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determine whether or not the differences, di, were distributed symmetrically about zero. If it 
is determined that the null hypothesis, Do = 0 (where Do is the distribution of differences), 
cannot be rejected, then it can be inferred that µ1 - µ2 = 0. If the differences, di, are not found 
to be distributed symmetrically around zero, then the null hypothesis, Do= 0, is rejected and 
it can be inferred that µ1 - µ2 0. 
Equation 2. Test Statistic for the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test 
T- n(n+l) 
z = 4 , where 
.Jn(n+lX2n+l) 
24 
z = the test statistic, 
T = the smaller of the sum of positive ranks, T+, and the sum of negative ranks, T_, and 
n = the number of observations with non-zero differences. 
4.4.2 Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test Results 
Most of the ADT, left-tum percentage, and access point density combinations used in 
the statistical analysis resulted in statistically different average arterial travel speed for four-
lane undivided arterials and three-lane roadways with similar characteristics. The average 
arterial travel speeds for each combination, along with their difference, are shown in Table 
A-3 in the Appendix. fu fact, only three input data combinations showed no statistically 
different average arterial travel speeds. These input combinations are shown in Table 11. 
Overall, it does not appear that there is a discemable pattern to the three input data 
combinations listed in Table 11. Therefore, it is not believed that the statistical result for 
these three input data combinations has any type of significance. Rather, it is believed that 
the average arterial travel speed differences reported in Table A-3 in the Appendix are a 
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Table 11. Input Data Resulting in No Significant Average arterial travel speed 
Difference 
Average Daily Traffic (vpdt) 
10,000 
15,000 
15,000 
Left-Turn Percentage (%) 
30 
10 
30 
tNote: vpd = vehicles per day and ppm= points per mile 
Access Point Density (ppmt) 
10 
30 
30 
result of the sensitivity of the statistical test used, the generally small change in average 
arterial travel speeds observed throughout the sensitivity analysis (i.e., 0 to 3.9 mph), and the 
small sample size or number of simulation outputs considered. In other words, it is assumed 
that consideration of a larger number of simulations might produce different results. 
4.5 AVERAGE ARTERIAL TRAVEL SPEED TREND ANALYSIS 
This section describes the trends and patterns found in the average arterial travel 
speed data that resulted from the simulation sensitivity analysis. The first subsection 
describes the general trends that appear to occur as individual sensitivity analysis parameters 
(e.g., ADT, left-tum percentage, and access point density) change. The second subsection 
investigates in more detail the impacts of the sensitivity analysis parameters on the average 
arterial travel speed. 
4.5.1 General Database Summary 
Overall, it should be. noted that, although most of the average arterial travel speed 
differences were found to be statistically significant, the differences for all of the input data 
combinations ranged from Oto 3.9 mph (see Table A-3 in Appendix), had an average of 1.8 
mph, and the standard deviation of the difference of only 1.0 mph. 
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The level of ADT appeared to have an influence on the difference between the 
simulated average arterial travel speeds for similar four-lane undivided and three-lane 
roadways (given the assumptions described in Chapter 3). Table 12 shows that the difference 
in average arterial travel speed was the smallest when the ADT was 15,000 vpd and, as the 
ADT increased, so did the difference in average arterial travel speed. The increase 
experienced in the difference between four-lane undivided and three-lane average arterial 
travel speed appears to be the result of decreases in the average arterial travel speeds of three-
lane roadways that are greater than those of the four-lane undivided roadway models. For an 
ADT range of 10,000 to 20,000 vpd, the four-lane undivided roadway average arterial travel 
speed decreased by 2.6 mph and the three-lane roadway by 4.4 mph. There is a difference of 
9% in the average arterial travel speed reduction rate and this might imply that three-lane 
roadways are more affected by changes in ADT than four-lane undivided roadways. 
In general, the percentage of the ADT that turned left at the access points along the 
simulated arterial did not appear to impact the difference in average arterial travel speed 
between four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways. Table 13 shows that the change in 
Table 12. Average Arterial Travel Speed and Average Daily Traffic 
Average Arterial Travel Speed 
Average Daily on 4-Lane Undivided Average Arterial Travel Speed Difference in Average 
Traffic Roadways On 3- Lane Roadways Arterial Travel Speed 
(vpd) (mph) (mph) (mph) 
10,000 22.0 20.7 1.3 
15,000 20.3 19.6 0.7 
17,500 20.5 18.7 1.8 
20,000 19.4 16.3 3.1 
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average arterial travel speed between the four-lane undivided and three-lane models at each 
level of left-tum percentage was almost identical. A closer look at the impact of the change 
in left-tum percentages on the operation of the four-lane undivided and three-lane roadway 
models showed that average arterial travel speeds changed very little as the left-tum 
percentage increased from 10 percent to 30 percent. It is speculated that the small differences 
between the average arterial travel speeds of the four-lane undivided and three-lane arterial 
models and the almost non-existent changes as the left-tum percentage increase may be due 
to the small range of left-tum percentages considered in the sensitivity analysis or the 
consequence of the assumptions ofleft-tum distribution used in creating the models. 
Table 13. Average Arterial Travel Speed and Left-Turn Percentage 
Average arterial travel speed 
Left-Turn on 4-Lane Undivided Average arterial travel speed Difference in Average 
Percentage Roadways on 3-Lane Roadways arterial travel speed 
(percent) (mph) (mph) (mph) 
10 20.6 18.7 1.9 
20 20.6 18.8 1.8 
30 20.6 18.9 1.7 
Table 13 shows that, as the access point densities considered in the sensitivity 
analysis range from 20 to 80 points per mile (ppm), both the four-lane undivided and three-
lane arterial models showed a general decrease in average arterial travel speed. When the 
access point density was 100 ppm, however, both the four-lane undivided and the three-lane 
arterials experienced an increase in average arterial travel speed. Also, when the access point 
density was above 40 ppm, the difference in four-lane undivided and three-lane roadway 
average arterial travel speeds decreased as the access point density increased (see Table 14). 
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Table 14. Average Arterial Travel Speed and Access Point Density 
Average arterial travel speed 
Access Point on 4-Lane Undivided Average arterial travel speed Difference in Average 
Density Roadways on 3-Lane Roadways arterial travel speed 
(ppm) (mph) (mph) (mph) 
20 21.5 19.6 1.9 
40 21.2 19.2 2.0 
60 20.3 18.6 1.7 
80 19.8 18.1 1.7 
100 20.1 18.6 1.5 
It appears that, for the corridor characteristics considered, the four-lane undivided and three-
lane arterials operate most similarly when the access point density is 100 ppm. 
4.5.2 Database Trends 
The following paragraphs describe the results of an investigation into the trends that 
might exist within subgroups of the average arterial travel speed dataqase for the four-lane 
undivided and three-lane models. 
4.5.2.1 Average Daily Traffic and Left-Turn Percentages 
Table 15 shows that the difference between the four-lane undivided and three-lane 
average arterial travel speeds follows the same trend within each left-tum percentage as that 
shown for the general ADT in Table 12. In other words, the differences decreased for ADT 
of 10,000 to 15,000 vpd and then increased as the ADT increased from 15,000 to 20,000 vpd. 
The average arterial travel speed trends for each type of roadway are also the same as that 
shown in Table 12. 
Table 15. Average Arterial Travel Speed with Average Daily Traffic and Left-Turn Percentages 
10% of ADT Turning Left 20% of ADT Turning Left 30% of ADT Turning Left 
Average Arterial Travel Speed Average Arterial Travel Speed Average Arterial Travel Speed 
4-Lane 4-Lane 4-Lane 
Average Daily Undivided 3-Lane Undivided 3-Lane Undivided 3-Lane 
Traffic Roadways Roadways Difference Roadways Roadways Difference Roadways Roadways Difference 
(vpd) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) 
10,000 22.1 20.6 1.5 22.0 20.6 1.3 21.9 20.8 1.1 
15,000 20.5 19.6 0.9 20.3 19.7 0.7 20.3 19.7 0.6 
17,500 20.6 18.6 2.0 20.5 18.7 1.8 20.5 18.7 1.8 
20,000 19.3 16.2 3.1 19.5 16.3 3.1 19.6 16.4 3.3 
v-, 
0 
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Looking further at the data in Table 15, the four-lane undivided models experienced a 
decrease in average arterial travel speed as left-tum percentage increased. This trend was true 
for ADT at or below 17,500 vpd. This result appears to be logical since an increased number 
of left-tum vehicles should delay more through vehicles and decrease average vehicle travel 
speed. When the level of ADT was 20,000 vpd, however, the four-lane undivided models 
showed an increase in average arterial travel speed as the left-tum percentage increased. This 
trend could be an indication that, as the four-lane undivided roadways become more 
congested, the number of left-tum vehicles may shift through vehicles into the outside lane 
on a more consistent basis. In other words, at higher ADT levels the four-lane undivided 
roadway may begin to operate more like a three-lane roadway but still allow a higher through 
vehicle average arterial travel speed. 
The three-lane average arterial travel speed data in Table 15 shows a very slight 
increase as left-tum percentage increased for all levels of ADT studied. This trend is a logical 
result since increasing the number left-tum vehicles decreases the number of through 
vehicles and results in less impedance to the through travel. This type of operation should 
increase the average arterial travel speed for the through vehicles. The overall increase shown 
for the sensitivity analysis results may be due to the small number of left-tum percentages 
considered. The increase follows expected patterns but is not conclusive. 
In general, it was apparent from the data in Table 15 that the trends in average arterial 
travel speed differences was primarily attributable to decreased three-lane average arterial 
travel speed as left-tum percentages increased combined with a smaller decrease in the four-
lane undivided average arterial travel speed. 
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4.5.2.2 Access Point Density and Average Daily Traffic 
Table 16 summarizes average arterial travel speed results with respect to access point 
density and ADT. The data in Table 16 reveal that the smallest differe:t;1ce between four-lane 
undivided and three-lane roadway average arterial travel speeds occurred when ADT was 
15,000 vpd. This occurred for each level of access point density. The smallest difference in 
average arterial travel speed occurs when the ADT was 15,000 vpd and the access point 
density was 80 ppm (see Table 16). The largest average arterial travel speed difference 
occurred when the ADT was 20,000 vpd and the access point density was 80 ppm. 
The average arterial travel speed of the four-lane undivided and the three-lane arterial 
models both decreased as access point density increased to 80 ppm. When the access point 
density increased above 80 ppm, however, the average arterial travel speed increased for the 
four-lane undivided and three-lane roadway models. This trend is similar to that shown for 
the general database in Table 14. 
4.5.2.3 Access Point Density and Left-Turn Percentage 
Finally, Table 17 summarizes the average arterial travel speed results with respect to 
access point density and left-tum percentage. The data in Table 17 supports the fact that, for 
each access point density evaluated, the left-tum percentages considered in this sensitivity 
analysis had little impact on the average arterial travel speed of the four-lane undivided and 
three-lane arterial models. For each left-tum percentage, however, the average arterial travel 
speed of the four-lane undivided and three-lane arterial models was the lowest when the 
access point density was 80 ppm. This trend is the same as addressed in the previous section 
and indicates that the access point density has some impact on the operation of the four-lane 
Table 16. Average Arterial Travel Speed with Access Point Density and Average Daily Traffic 
10,000 vpd 15,000 vpd 17,500 vpd 
Average arterial travel speed Average arterial travel speed Average arterial travel speed 
(mph) (mph) (mph) 
Access 
Point 4-Lane 4-Lane 4-Lane 
Density Undivided 3-Lane Undivided 3-Lane Undivided 3-Lane 
(ppm) Roadways Roadways Difference Roadways Roadways Difference Roadways Roadways Difference 
20ppm 22.8 21.6 1.2 21.1 20.0 1.1 21.5 19.6 1.9 
40ppm 22.5 21.1 1.4 21.0 19.8 1.2 21.1 18.8 2.3 
60ppm 21.8 20.5 1.3 20.1 19.6 0.5 20.4 18.4 2.0 
80ppm 21.4 19.9 1.5 19.6 19.3 0.3 19.8 18.3 1.5 
lO0ppm 21.5 20.3 1.2 19.9 19.5 0.4 20.0 18.3 1.7 
20,000 vpd 
Average arterial travel speed 
(mph) 
4-Lane 
Undivided 3-Lane 
Roadways Roadways Difference 
20.5 17.2 3.3 
20.1 17.0 3.0 
19.1 15.8 3.3 
18.6 14.9 3.7 
19.0 16.5 2.5 
Vi w 
Table 17. Average arterial travel speed Changes with Access Point Density and Left-Turn Percentages 
10% of ADT Turning Left 20% of ADT Turning Left 30% of ADT Turning Left 
Average Arterial Travel Speed Average Arterial Travel Speed Average Arterial Travel Speed 
(mph) (mph) (mph) 
Access Point 4-Lane 4-Lane 4-Lane 
Density Undivided 3-Lane Undivided 3-Lane Undivided 3-Lane 
(ppm) Roadways Roadways Difference Roadways Roadways Difference Roadways Roadways Difference 
10 21.6 19.6 2.0 21.5 19.6 1.9 21.3 19.7 1.6 
20 21.5 19.1 2.4 21.1 19.2 1.9 20.9 19.2 1.7 
30 20.3 18.4 2.0 20.4 18.7 1.7 20.3 18.7 1.7 
40 19.8 18.1 1.7 19.8 18.1 1.8 19.9 18.2 1.8 
50 19.9 18.6 1.3 20.0 18.7 1.3 20.3 18.6 1.7 
Vl 
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undivided and three-lane arterial. The smallest difference between the four-lane undivided 
and three-lane roadway average arterial travel speeds in Table 17 occurs when the access 
point density was 100 ppm and the left-tum percentage was 10 or 20 percent. These are the 
access point density and left-tum percentage combinations at which the four-lane undivided 
and the three-lane arterials considered in this sensitivity analysis operate in the most similar 
manner. 
4.6 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The simulated LOS and average arterial travel speeds of four-lane undivided and 
three-lane roadways were compared for 64 combinations of ADT, left-tum percentage, and 
access point density. First, the arterial and intersection levels of service for both cross 
sections and all input data combinations were compared. Then, a statistical analysis of the 
difference in average arterial travel speed was completed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank 
test. Finally, average arterial travel speed trends were summarized and compared for different 
combinations of ADT, left-tum percentage, and access point density. 
The arterial LOS for the four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways modeled in this 
research did not change except when the ADT considered was 20,000 vpd and intersection 
LOS did not change at all. A statistical analysis of the average arterial travel speed 
differences (the basis for arterial LOS), however, showed that most of the combinations of 
ADT, left-tum percentage, and access point density considered in the sensitivity analysis 
resulted in a statistically significant reduction in average arterial travel speed when similar 
four-lane undivided and three-lane roadways were compared. The range of average arterial 
travel speed differences produced in this research, however, was only Oto 3.9 mph. 
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A more detailed evaluation of the database showed that the smallest difference 
between four-lane undivided and three-lane average arterial travel speed occurred when the 
ADT considered was equal to 15,000 vpd. It was also found that the average arterial travel 
speed on the three-lane roadway was affected more by the increase in ADT than the four-lane 
undivided roadway (i.e., decrease in average arterial travel speed for four-lane undivided 
roadways of 4.4 mph and only 2.6 mph for the three-lane roadways, respectively over the 
ADT levels evaluated). It was also found that the four-lane undivided roadway generally 
operated most like a three-lane roadway when the access point density was 100 ppm. 
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The primary goal of this research was to investigate the operational impacts of 
converting four-lane undivided roadways to three lanes over a range of average daily traffic, 
left-tum percentage, and access point density. The operation of similar four-lane undivided 
and three-lane arterial sections was simulated compared for these three parameters in a 
sensitivity analysis. 
5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
Little quantitative research has been completed about the conversion of four-lane 
undivided roadways to three lanes. A typical improvement to a four-lane undivided roadway 
has involved the expansion of the cross section to include a TWLTL. In fact, the safety and 
operational benefits of adding TWLTLs has been well-documented in previous research. It 
was found that the addition of a TWLTL results in a decrease in the number of crashes on a 
roadway and the crash rate. This reduction is most noticeable among rear-end collisions. A 
review of the literature also revealed that the addition of a TWLTL reduces through-vehicle 
delay by removing turning vehicles from the traffic stream. 
At least four analysis tools were found to allow the operational evaluation of 
TWLTLs and could have been used in this research. These tools include the Ohio State 
University's arterial simulation model ARTSIM, University of Nebraska's TWLTL 
simulation model TWLTL-SIM, North Carolina State University's deterministic operational 
capacity model, and FHW A's traffic simulation package CORSIM. CORSIM was the tool 
chosen as the most appropriate tool for this research because of its versatility, proven 
analysis methods, and extensive and widely accepted output. 
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The sensitivity analysis results from the four-lane undivided and three-lane arterial 
simulation showed that, for the levels of ADT, left-tum percentages, and access point 
densities considered, the four-lane undivided arterial LOS was not different than the three-
lane LOS until the ADT approached 20,000 vpd. The LOS for the two signalized 
intersections in the corridors considered never changed. 
The sensitivity analysis results also showed that most of the combinations of ADT, 
left-tum percentage, and access point density resulted in a statistically significant difference 
in average arterial travel speed between the four-lane undivided and three-lane arterial. The 
overall range of average arterial travel speed difference was only Oto 3.9 mph but this result 
indicates that, although no LOS change occurred at the levels of ADT, left-tum percentage, 
and access point density evaluated in this study, a quantitative reduction in average arterial 
travel speed should be expected when converting from a four-lane undivided cross section to 
three lanes. 
The sensitivity analysis results also showed that the smallest difference between the 
average arterial travel speed of the four-lane undivided and three-lane arterials modeled 
occurred when the ADT equaled 15,000 vpd. This result occurred for all the left-tum 
percentages and access point densities considered. This consistency of the results may 
indicate that, for roadways with characteristics similar to those considered in this research, a 
four-lane undivided to three-lane cross section conversion might be most appropriate (i.e., 
result in the least amount of change in average arterial travel speed) on roadways with an 
ADT of approximately 15,000 vpd or less. This observation is based solely on the analysis 
completed in this research and other factors will also affect the feasibility of a four-lane 
undivided to three-lane cross section conversion. 
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The sensitivity analysis results also showed that, as the ADT increased above 15,000 
vpd, the difference in average arterial travel speed also increased. At volumes higher than 
15,000 vpd the conversion from four lanes undivided to three lanes will likely result in a 
greater reduction in average arterial travel speed. 
The magnitude of the average arterial travel speeds simulated for both four-lane 
undivided and three-lane arterials also decreased as ADT increased. The rate of average 
arterial travel speed decrease, however, was greater for three-lane roadways than for four-
. lane undivided roadways. The three-lane arterials appeared to be more sensitive to changes in 
· volume within the ranges of input data evaluated in this research. Additionally, as ADT 
. increased from 17,500 vpd to 20,000 vpd, the three-lane arterials modeled showed a decrease 
in average arterial travel speed of almost 2.5 mph but the four-lane undivided was only 1. 1 
mph. 
The impacts of left-tum percentage were also evaluated and the results showed little 
overall effect on the difference between the four-lane undivided and three-lane arterial 
average arterial travel speed as the left-tum percentage was varied between 10 and 30 percent 
of the total volumes along the arterial and spread evenly among the access points that were 
modeled. 
The impact of access point density was also evaluated. Densities of 0 to 100 points 
per mile were considered. The smallest difference between four-lane undivided and three-
lane average arterial travel speed generally occurred at an access point density of 100 ppm. 
This result supports the conclusion that four-lane undivided roadways operate most like 
three-lane roadways when the access point densities are high. A significant number of access 
points along an arterial begin to resemble continuous driveways and the inside lane of a four-
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lane undivided roadway starts to operate as a left-tum lane. The data also show that the four-
lane undivided and the three-lane roadways both experienced the lowest average arterial 
travel speed at an access point density of 80 ppm. This result might indicate that, for the 
corridors simulated (e.g., the ADT, left-tum percentage, and access point density 
combinationsconsidered), the traffic flow pattern on the four-lane undivided roadway will be 
more stable as the inside lane is used more exclusively for left-tum vehicles and will 
resemble operations similar to a three-lane roadway. 
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
This research was a preliminary investigation into the quantitative impacts of 
converting four-lane undivided roadways to three lanes. The scope of the study was limited 
to the impacts of ADT, left-tum percentage, and access point density (for the ranges defined 
in the sensitivity analysis) may have on four-lane undivided to three-lane cross section 
conversions. The following recommendations are based on the work completed as part of this 
thesis. Suggestions for potential four-lane undivided to three-lane cross section conversion 
guidelines are provided along with ideas for future research. 
Based on the results of the sensitivity analysis in this research, four-lane undivided 
roadways with ADTs of less than 15,000 vpd are potential candidates for conversion to three 
lanes. Roadways with ADTs above 17,500 vpd will likely need improvements other than a 
conversion to three lanes. 
When the access point density is above 80 ppm along a four-lane undivided roadway, 
the conversion from four lanes undivided to three lanes should be considered as a feasible 
alternative to widening the roadway. 
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Different corridor characteristics (i.e., expanded levels of ADT, left-turn percentage, 
and access point density) may provide different results for this type of conversion. Further 
research at higher levels of ADT may reveal additional reduction in LOS as ADT increases 
above 20,000 vpd. Research on left-tum percentages above 30 percent may reveal that this 
parameter has an impact on the feasibility of four-Ian~ undivided to three-lane cross section 
conversions. Therefore, it is recommended that research over a broader range of sensitivity 
analysis parameters (e.g., ADT, left-tum percentage, and access point density) be completed. 
Heavy vehicles have a significant impact on the traffic flow due to their acceleration, 
deceleration, and turn maneuver characteristics. If a high percentage of the traffic stream is 
heavy vehicles, the feasibility of a conversion from four lanes undivided to three lanes may 
need to be re-evaluated. 
Within the range of sensitivity analysis parameters considered in this research, little 
difference in LOS between the four-lane undivided and three-lane arterial was found. 
However, a statistically significant reduction in the simulated average arterial travel speeds 
was found when a four-lane undivided cross section was compared to a three-lane cross 
section. While a reduction in average arterial travel speed may appear to be minor, motorists 
may perceive the changes to be unacceptable. Research into the driver perception of LOS and 
average arterial travel speed should be completed to determine what reduction is noticeable 
and considered acceptable. 
The signal timing in this research was optimized to minimize the impacts of the 
signalized intersection operation on the evaluation of the differences in average arterial travel 
speed between the four-lane undivided and three-lane arterials studied. Research should be 
conducted to determine the impact signalized intersections might have on the feasibility of a 
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four-lane undivided to three-lane cross section conversion if no changes to the signal timing 
are made after the conversion from four lanes undivided to three lanes. 
Signalized intersections with more than two phases are also found along four-lane 
undivided arterials. The operational impacts of intersections with non-two-phase signals 
should also be considered . 
. Finally, several other factors ( e.g., surrounding land use, right-of-way cost and 
availability, development rates, traffic growth, pedestrian and bicycle activity) affect the 
operation of an arterial and will impact the operational feasibility of a four-lane undivided to 
three-lane cross section conversion. Therefore, when determining the most appropriate 
alternative for" improving a four-lane undivided arterial, agencies should consider the 
improvement alternative on a case-by-case basis, accounting for the factors considered in this 
research as well as those outside the scope of this research. 
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APPENDIX 
Simulated Output Data Summaries 
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Table A-1. Simulated Level of Service Summary 
..., % Left-i.. Total .... Turns at 4-Lane Signalized 3-Lane Signalized 4-Lane Arterial 3-Lane Arterial Cl,) s Directional 
0 Access Intersection LOS Intersection LOS LOS LOS Cl,) Volumes c., Points 
al 500 vph B B C C 
'CS 
0 No 750 vph B B C C .. Access 875 vph B B C C ., 
"' = 1000 vph B B C D 
500 vph B B C C 
10%Left- 750 vph B B C C 
i Turns 875 vph B B C C 
i.. 1000 vph B B C D 
Cl,) c.. 
"' 
500vph B B C C .... 20%Left- 750vph B B C C = ·s Turns 875 vph B B C C 
"' lO00vph B B C D "' Cl,)
CJ 500vph B B C C .;! 
= 30%Left- 750vph B B C C ,-; Turns 875 vph B B C C 
lO00vph B B C D 
500vph B B C C 
Cl,) 10%Left- 750vph B B C C 
Turns 875 vph B B C C 
i.. lO00vph B B C D 
Cl,) c.. 
"' 
500vph B B C C .... 20%Left- 750vph B B C C = .... 
0 Turns 875 vph B B C C 
"' lO00vph B B C D "' Cl,)
CJ 500vph B B C C .;! 
= 30%Left- 750vph B B C C M Turns 875 vph B B C C 
1000 vph B B C D 
500vph B B C C 
Cl,) 10%Left- 750vph B B C C 
Turns 875 vph B B C C 
i.. 1000 vph B B C D 
Cl,) c.. 500 vph B B C C "' .... 20%Left- 750 vph B B C C = ·s Turns 875 vph B B C C 
"' 1000 vph B B C D "' Cl,) 
CJ 500vph B B C C CJ -< = 30% Left- 750vph B B C C M Turns 875 vph B B C C 
lO00vph B B C D 
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Table A-1. Simulated Level of Service Summary 
.... % Left-- Total .... Turns at 4-Lane Signalized 3-Lane Signalized 4-Lane Arterial 3-Lane Arterial s Directional 
0 Access Intersection LOS Intersection LOS LOS LOS Volumes C, Points 
500 vph B B C C 
10%Left- 750 vph B B C C 
i Turns 875 vph B B C C - 1000 vph B B C D -~ Q., 
"' 
500 vph B B C C .... 20%Left- 750vph B B C C = ·s Turns 875 vph B B C C 
"' lO00~h B B C D "' 
500 vph B B C C < = 30%Left- 750 vph B B C C 
Turns 875 vph B B C C 
1000 vph B B C D 
500vph B B C C 
10%Left- 750vph B B C C 
i Turns 875 vph B B C C - 1000 vph B B C D Q., 500vph B 
"' 
B C C .... 20%Left- 750vph B B C C = ·s Turns 875 vph B B C C 
"' 1000 vph B B C D "' 
500vph B B C C < = 30% Left- 750vph B B C C It) 
Turns 875 vph B B C C 
1000 vph B B C D 
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Table A-2. Simulated Intersection Stopped Delay Summary 
.... % Left- 4-Lane Average 3-Lane Average Change in Average 
i-. Total ... Turns at Stopped Delay at Stopped Delay at Stopped Delay at s Directional 
0 Access Signalized Intersections Signalized Intersections Signalized Intersections Volumes 
Points (seconds :eer vehicle) (seconds :eer vehicle) {seconds :eer vehicle) 
.i 500vph 5.6 6.3 0.8 
"Cl = No 750vph 6.9 7.7 0.9 
"' Access 875 vph 7.4 8.8 1.4 ., = = 1000 vph 8.0 12.5 4.5 
500vph 5.7 6.4 0.7 
10% Left- 750vph 7.1 7.6 0.5 
Turns 875 vph 7.4 8.8 1.4 
i-. 1000 vph 8.6 13.2 4.5 
C. 500vph 
<I} 
5.8 6.4 0.7 ... 20%Left- 750vph 7.2 7.7 0.5 = ·s Turns 875 vph 7.2 9.0 1.8 i=-t 
<I} l000vph 8.6 13.3 4.7 <I} 
500 vph 6.0 6.6 0.6 < 30%Left- 750vph 7.2 7.6 0.4 0 .... Turns 875 vph 7.6 9.1 1.6 
l000~h 8.7 13.4 4.8 
500 vph 5.8 6.5 0.7 
10%Left- 750 vph 7.3 7.7 0.5 
Turns 875 vph 7.7 9.0 1.3 
i-. lO00~h 9.4 13.1 3.7 
C. 500vph 5.9 6.6 0.7 <I} ... 20%Left- 750vph 7.2 7.7 0.5 = .... 0 Turns 875 vph 7.7 9.0 1.3 i=-t 
<I} 1000 vph 9.0 13.1 4.1 <I} 
500vph 6.0 6.6 0.6 < 
0 30%Left- 750vph 7.4 7.6 0.2 
N Turns 875 vph 7.7 9.0 1.3 
lO00~h 9.4 13.3 4.0 
500 vph 5.1 7.7 2.7 
10%Left- 750vph 8.0 7.4 -0.5 
i Turns 875 vph 8.3 8.8 0.5 
i-. 1000 vph 9.9 12.4 2.5 
C. 500 vph <I} 5.2 7.6 2.4 ... 20%Left- 750vph 7.5 7.4 -0.1 = .... 0 Turns 875 vph 8.0 8.7 0.7 i=-t 
<I} 1000 vph 9.6 12.4 2.8 <I} 
500 vph 5.2 7.6 2.4 < 
0 30%Left- 750 vph 7.7 7.4 -0.2 
Turns 875 vph 8.0 8.9 0.9 
1000 vph 9.4 12.5 3.2 
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Table A-2. Simulated Intersection Stopped Delay Summary 
:,., %Left- 4-Lane Average 3-Lane Average Change in Average '"' Total j Turns at Directional Stopped Delay at Stopped Delay at Stopped Delay at 
0 Access. Signalized Intersections Signalized Intersections ~ignalized Intersections Volumes C, Points {seconds (!Cr vehicle} {seconds (!Cr vehicle} {seconds (!Cr vehicle} 
500vph 5.2 6.9 1.8 
10%Left- 750vph 7.9 7.2 -0.6 - Turns 875 vph 8.3 7.9 -0.4 i 
'"' lO00vph 10.0 12.0 2.0 ·~· s:i.. 500vph 5.2 6.9 1.6 = 20%Left- 750vph .... 7.8 7.3 -0.5 0 Turns 875 vph 8.1 8.0 -0.1 
lO00vph 10.0 12.3 2.3 
500vph 5.3 7.0 1.7 < = 30%Left- 750vph 7.8 7.4 -0.5 """ Turns 875 vph 8.0 7.9 -0.1 
lO00vph 9.5 14.1 4.6 
500vph 7.1 7.4 0.3 
10%Left- 750vph 7.7 7.2 -0.5 
= Turns 875 vph 8.2 8.4 0.2 :a 
'"' lO00vph 9.7 12.9 3.2 s:i.. 500vph 7.2 7.4 0.3 
= 20%Left- 750vph 7.7 7.2 -0.5 .... 
0 Turns 875 vph 8.0 8.4 0.4 
lO00vph 9.4 12.8 3.4 
500vph 7.1 7.4 0.3 < = 30%Left- 750vph 7.5 7.3 -0.3 Ill Turns 875 vph 7.8 8.7 0.9 
lO00vph 7.5 13.1 5.5 
Table A-3. Simulated Average Arterial Travel Speed Summary 
I>, % Left- Statistical Significant '"' Total 4-Lane Average 3-Lane Average Change in Average .... Turns at Difference in Average s Directional Arterial Travel Speed Arterial Travel Speed Arterial Travel Speed 
0 Access Arterial Travel Speed a.I Volumes (miles per hour) (miles per hour) (miles per hour) C;!) Points from 4-Lane to 3-Lane? 
.: 500vph 23.2 21.6 1.5 YES -= 0 No 750vph 21.8 19.5 2.3 YES .. Access 875 vph 21.9 19.9 2.1 YES "' Ol 
=:I 1000 vph 21.5 17.6 3.9 YES 
500 vph 22.9 21.4 1.4 YES 0\ 
0.1 10%Left- 750vph 21.3 20.1 1.2 YES 00 - Turns 875 vph 21.6 19.8 1.9 YES ... 
'"' 1000 vph 20.6 17.1 3.5 YES a.I =- 500vph 22.8 21.4 1.4 YES 
"' .5 20% Left- 750vph 21.0 20.0 1.0 YES 
0 Turns 875 vph 21.5 19.6 1.9 YES 
"' 1000 vph 20.6 17.3 3.4 YES "' a.I
CJ 500vph 22.6 21.8 0.8 NO CJ -< c= 30% Left- 750 vph 21.0 20.1 0.9 YES 
Turns 875 vph 21.3 19.5 1.8 YES 
lO00vph 20.3 17.3 3.0 YES 
Table A-3. Simulated Average Arterial Travel Speed Summary 
% Left- Statistical Significant :.. Total 4-Lane Average 3-Lane Average Change in Average t Turns at Difference in Average 8 Directional Arterial Travel Speed Arterial Travel Speed Arterial Travel Speed = Access Arterial Travel Speed Volumes (miles per hour) (miles per hour) (miles per hour) c-.:, Points from 4-Lane to 3-Lane? 
500vph 22.8 21.2 1.6 YES 
10%Lefi- 750vph 21.7 19.7 2.0 YES 
Turns 875 vph 21.4 18.7 2.7 YES 
:.. 1000 vph 20.1 16.9 3.2 YES 
Q,, 500vph 22.4 
"' 
21.1 1.4 YES 
j 20%Lefi- 750vph 20.8 19.7 1.0 YES 
= Turns 875 vph 21.0 18.8 2.1 YES 
"' 1000 vph 20.3 17.1 3.2 YES "' 
c.i 500vph 22.4 21.2 1.2 YES c.i 0\ < \0 
0 30%Lefi- 750vph 20.6 19.9 0.7 YES 
M Turns 875 vph 20.8 18.7 2.1 YES 
l000~h 19.8 17.1 2.6 YES 
500 vph 22.0 20.4 1.6 YES 
10%Lefi- 750vph 20.0 19.5 0.6 NO 
Turns 875 vph 20.5 18.3 2.3 YES 
:.. 1000 vph 18.8 15.4 3.5 YES 
Q,, 500vph 21.7 
"' 
20.5 1.3 YES 
j 20% Left- 750vph 20.3 19.7 0.6 YES 
= Turns 875 vph 20.3 18.5 1.8 YES .~ 
"' 1000 vph 19.2 16.0 3.1 YES "' 
c.i 500vph 21.6 20.5 1.1 YES < 0 30%Lefi- 750vph 20.1 19.7 0.4 NO 
M Turns 875 vph 20.3 18.5 1.9 YES 
1000 vph 19.3 15.9 3.4 YES 
Table A-3. Simulated Average Arterial Travel Speed Summary 
;.-, % Left- Change in Average Statistical Significant "" Total 4-Lane Average 3-Lane Average j Turns at Directional Arterial Travel Speed Arterial Travel Speed Arterial Travel Speed Difference in Average 
Access Volumes (miles per hour) (miles per hour) (miles per hour) 
Arterial Travel Speed 
C, Points from 4-Lane to 3-Lane? 
500 vph 21.5 19.8 1.7 YES 
10%Left- 750vph 19.3 19.3 0.0 NO 
i Turns 875 vph 19.8 18.3 1.5 YES 
"" 1000 vph 18.5 14.9 3.6 YES Cl.I C. 500 vph 21.4 
"' 
20.0 1.4 YES 
j 20%Left- 750 vph 19.7 19.3 0.5 YES 
0 Turns 875 vph 19.7 18.2 1.5 YES 
"' 1000 vph 18.5 14.7 3.8 YES "' Cl.I
C, 500vph 21.3 20.0 1.3 YES C, -...,l -< 750 vph 19.7 19.3 0.4 NO 0 0 30%Left-
s:I' Turns 875 vph 19.9 18.3 1.6 YES 
1000 vph 18.7 15.1 3.7 YES 
500vph 21.5 20.3 1.2 YES 
Cl.I 10%Left- 750 vph 20.0 19.4 0.6 YES 
Turns 875 vph 19.7 18.1 1.7 YES 
"" 1000 vph 18.2 16.5 1.8 YES Cl.I C. 500 vph 21.5 20.3 1.2 YES 
"' j 20%Left- 750 vph 19.8 19.6 0.2 NO 
0 Turns 875 vph 20.1 18.4 1.6 YES .~ 
"' 1000 vph 18.7 16.6 2.1 YES "' Cl.I
C, 500vph 21.4 20.3 1.1 YES 
0 30%Left- 750 vph 19.9 19.4 0.5 YES 
lll Turns 875 vph 20.1 18.4 1.7 YES 
lO00vph 19.9 16.4 3.6 YES 
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